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Preface
The importance of pat tenc education es AO integral
part of health Care Le increasingly recognized in
the health and hoapital field. The Hill-Burton
program, in coOperation with the American Public
Health Association and Metropolitan Life Insurance
company, presents thia booklet prepared by the

ittee on Educational Tasks in Chronic Ell:less
of MA's Public Health Education Section.

Thia booklet, which is the result of the experience
of many persona concerned with patient education,
Is based on the principle Of educational psychology
that people will more readily accept changes if
they are involved with the decision-making procesa
Despite our recognition of the patient's need and
right to know how to further health, it is the
patient who makes the final deciaion to accept
or reject the prescribed regimen. The health
educator find other health professionals nmst be
prepared to assist the patient in arriving et
the decision most beneficial to hia own weil-being-

Thie "Model," which provides tried and proven
onicepta and principles and which can be adapted
to :4 health facilities service delivery systmm, is

designed to assist the professional in planning
for this vital teak. The model is not dhe way or
the answer to planning and organizing 4 program.-
But it is a method which . if modified to fit local
needs. can be ef fective.

The Division of Facilities Development is pleased to
publish thin important contribution to patient
education. Which should enhance the health services
evailable in our Nation, assist health fad. lities
in reducing unnecessary readmissions, and provide
for better utilizetion of our national health care
Tesaurcee&
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Introduction
Th Is Is a report of the Committee on Educational Tasks In Chronic
Illness, which was appointed In 1968 by the Public Health Education
Section of the American Public Health Association, to determine
tho. educational components in caring for the chronically ill after the
acute stage of the illness.

Basic Premises

The Committee accepted the following statements as a basis for its
work:

1. Children and young adults as well as older people suffer with
chronic illness,

2. Patient education is an integral part of patient care.
3. Target groups 10 be considered in educational programming in-

clude;
a. the patients and their families;
b. staff members (at all levels) in the health care setting; and
c, appropriate groups in the community.

4. The team approach, with the physician serving as the team leader
and coordinator, offers the most effective approach to patient
education,

5. Since various disciplines-----e.g ., occupational therapy, physical
therapy, social servicemay have different educational goals, the
patient education program must be carefully reviewed and co-
ordinated.

6. Consideration should be given to an "educational prescription"
that would be available In written form and would accompany the
patient as he moved from one facility to another.

7. All those involved in caring for the chronically iii have need for
in-service and continuing education.

Committee Assignments

Initially subcommittees were establ ished which related to the setting
in which care is provided to the chronically ill patients. Although the
Committee was cognizant that this arbitrary division was not ideal, it
was considered preferable to other kinds of divisions such as disease
or age categories. Subcommittee chairmen were encouraged to ap-
proach the assignment creatively and to include representation from
several disciplines on their committees.



The task of developing the report was further complicated by the fact
that a meeting of the entire group could not be arranged, However, in
October 1969 a preliminary report was circulated to the subcommittee
chairmen for comment.

One subcommittee postulated a model which has been modified as
presented on pages 7 to D. This model has served as the basis for
this final report.

The Model

The model, developed by the Committee, is a mechanism for defin-
ing the educational processes necessary for patient and family edu-
cation and may be used for any illness regardless of its etiology or
chronicity, It can be used by physicians, nurses, social workers, health
educators, and others responsible for planning and organiziiq edu-
cation programs foi- patients and their families.

To accomplish the educational tasks described in this booklet, the
health facility administrator must provide a favorable climate, ade-
quate manpower, resources, and time to carry out each step. An
Important first step would be to employ a trained and experienced
educational consultant, or health educator, to serve as the coordina-
or of the patient education program. Other important factors Include

the provision of conference room space, the development of admin-
istrative mechanisms which allow for an exchange of Information
among staff, and the provision of specialized consultation and evalu-
ation.

Also, there would be a need for providing opportunities for training
appropriate staff to sharpen its existing skills or acquire new ones, or
modify existing practices so that the patient will be helped to utilize
the educational opportunities available. Some of the staff skills require
an ability to:
1. Identify what the patient and family need to know and understand

.to carry on a prescribed program;
2. Determine through various methods the patient's attitudes, knowl-

edge, and life style;

3. Determine a patient's perceived need for knowledge and hidden
fears;

4. Perceive educational opportunities;

S. Understand and be able to use the educational techniques, includ-
ing group discussion; and

6. Choose areas and methods of evaluation.



To Implement the steps set forth in the model, It Is suggested that
consideration be given to establishing two coMMIttees to advise the
educational coordinator. One, a medical advilsOty committee, would
provide an effective communication link to thosiz in the medical corn-
munIty responsible for organizing and coqiclinoting patient care.
Another, the patient education advisory commIltek, would serve as the
bridge not only to the various departments eirthe facility but also to
the community, In addition, a patient advocate or advisory group
could provide additional feedback, Through Iliese committees, the
coordinator would be In the unique position of being able to obtain
feedback and provide information relative to the educational needs of
patients from the viewpoint of medicine, nursing, other allied health
disciplines, and the community.

The purpose of patient education is, of coursO n Improved health
status for the patient. The_model is not an end In itself but rather It is

a means by which patient and family eduoatio'n can bo reached in a
health care facility.

Sincere appreciation is expressed to the menibrs of the Committee
and its subcommittbos, representing many disciplines, agencies, and
organizations and working in many areas of th United States.

Joan NI. Wolle, Chairman
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Planning for Patient
Education

An essential component of health care Is the education ot the patient,
his family, and others concerned with his well-being, To achieve
optimum results through the education process, all faiats of care
must be coordinated, beginning with the initial mectica) and social
consultation and continuing through all phases of the case, This
coordination, both within and among the institutions serving the pa-
tient, must be such that those involved in any one phase of care can
take full advantage of the knowledge, skills, and resoLtrces of others

in the health care complex. Thus, the specialized knowledge of rnany
health professionals can be applied in a way which contributes maxi-

mally ta quality total care for each patient.

In planning far the educational aspects of health care onsid

must be given to three groups:

1 Patients and their families;

2. Staffs of institutions serving the chronically ill; and

3. Target populations in the general public.

Factors to be considered In developing a plan for petint education
include:

1. The patient's response to a particular disease or eo bination of
conditions;

2. The patient's unique physiological end psychological rn keup,
past experiences, and physical and social environment:

3. The treatment regimen;

4. The staff and others involved in his care;

5. The pnvironment in which the care is given,

6
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uuu,ranui ru) wal 1 biluUla oe oeveio pea fer every patient and should
reassessed periodically since the pollen t's educatbnal needs

Inge depending upon such lectors as his niedical condi lion, his
)wledge, attitudes, and abilities. SirrallaV, -the educational needs
:he patient's family should be diagnosed Ind ividu all y and assessed
I modified periodically.

ff education is a prerequisite to effective patient education. PI an-
g for staff education Is a process in ;which goals are set, educational
!hods and resources chosen, and evaluation defined. Staff educe-
] requirements may include training directed al rehabilitation p os-
iy and organization, program administration, human relations,
up process, the team approach, leadershi p development, tois'./Ilern
ting, decision making, consultation techrtiques, 9nd co rnrnunioa-
i sidlis.

nrnunity education is another Importantconsidera tio n sAh ich affects
ent education. Educational efforts amen g target populations of
general public should be directed toward;

Preventing and limiting illness;

Increasing the acceptance, support and appropriat use of facil-
ities and health programs and facilities; and

Recruiting, training, and retaining needed personnel.

Model

octet was developed which preseril,a a s lep-by-step prod dure,
.esenting a comprehensive and interdisci pli nary approoch to
yzing educational needs of patients in a variety of settings. The
el delineates five steps;

dentification of the educational n eeds of the patient and farrilly;
Establishment of educational objectives;

;election of appropriate educational methods;

mplementation of the educational program ; and

:valuation.

ally every effective plan tor health education includes these live
cts which, of course, cannot be considered -as separate distinct
; but as en interrelated process. To implement the model effec-
, consideration must be given to:

he situations and opportunities For accompl ishing the steps. in-
luding the "how," "by whom," and "when



2. TM necessary staff attitude knovledge and skIlls;and

3. Tile required administrative arrangements, colicy declsi

resources,

This model can be adapted easily for we by various health proles
sionals and can be used In planning for a patient or group of patients
in almost any setting subh as In nospitals, long.term care -facilities,
health centers, and in the harm Tlo rric>del also can be used by per
sonnel to heighten their awareness of te educational proces- 'as 11
relates to patients and their famil i es, a nd to help staff assess -their

i ndividual in.service and continuing ed ucation reeds. In addition, it,
can be useful in determining the activities ef various levels of spe7
cialists who have responsibilities for e-ducalion, The following Is 0

dscussion of each of the five steos. In the process.



atiOnal-Meeds of
Patiemt and FamjIV.:-._.:-.
Education a thl pollen:Hs an integral part of patient care, 'shaped by
the pacticular iflhricS, tille needs of the individualr the nature of the
pre--scribed Ireatrno!nt- peg Olen. d --skill-of the personnel --who-are
promding cie. All person rot responsible for providing patient care
need to undemtand he patient education process.

lcJerIifyin the atient's educationa I needs begins -vvith a recognition
of the oiquon lth .e In dividual determined by his biological and
Psychological makeup, his social and physical environment, and his
past experiences.

These factors account for the _broad. _range_ of.tliflorences existing
among patients; In --teirris' bYtKli-knoNledge of iiiedioal conditions,'
und erstand ng ,of oadiCal term inology. their attitudes toward health
and Illness the freolment regimen the social end cultural variations
In response- lo i !Muss al well as attitud es toward physicians, ntirses,
and h aura proileslonols who are providing care in hospitals and
oth er In ed la-al facilities,

Patient education rquiilos knotedge of the disease or illness, re-
sources, ancl treatment 1.reg i Rem arr Understanding of the patient, his
bacliground , arid anvironm ent; and 91 e ability to have the patient
perceive ways I I.-) wrrich Pe Gan realize his fu ll potential.

-The physician and olhes' health professionals should determine spa-
_clfIcally What kniewl edge and skills the patient and family will need to
obtain raid (num benef ill iron rnedical care, Mese goals serve to
establish a corn-1110h und,erstand i rig of the ai rns of patient education for
ii personnel involvad in his Care.

As user ul as thele goals are, hp-Waver, they de riot p rovide the health
profess ional with a Know-ledge of what th e patient already knows about
tis illness a nd tremplent: MI at rnisconce ptiors hemay have that coulo
affect his reeporase to Care; his fears and altitudes toviard care; or the
61(Ills or resourcKre roe has which cocle help In treatrinant. Such infor-
inati on can be CorOlai rod only kora the patent and those having a close
relationship. With- hirrs.



Sufficient information about the patient is seldom acquired, during a
'Single Interview or encounter, but rather through a mutual relationship
built upon understanding arid trust_ The educational aspects of care

are a responsibility shared by all personnel who have direct ar indirect
contacts with the patient. A basic, problem in patient care is that o
obtaining his cooperation in carrying out the prescribed treatment

plan.

Steoll--.Eaabli.h-
ue0000-01,-,00W:

otd- Family
The treatment goals-serve as a basis for a patient education plan. The
health professional must determine what the patient already knows

about his illnese and treatment, the misconceptions he has which may
alFeet his response to care, his lears and attitudes, or the resources

he hes which will help him in the treatment regimen.

in identifying educational needs, the type of information all patients

need to Know about a specific illness should be considered. For ex-
mple, patients with congestive failure would need to know the reason --

for administering digitalis, the problems involved with over- or under-
digitalization, and the possibility of a sodium-restricted diet. Thus,

In setting goals, it is Important to consider whether the patient already

knows the reason for digitalization, the potential for over- or under-
digitalization, and how much he already knows about a sodium-re-
stricted diet, Information lacking in any of these areas should b
provided to the patient.

Data may be obtained by having all personnel involved in the care of

the patient share information in case conferences, After a decision is

made regarding the deficiencies in the patient's knowledge and his

potential tor rectifying them, an educational prescription should be

written ai med at providing information to the patient so that he can
accept and carry out the treatment plan.

10



patient education is a continuing and evolving process with responsk_
batty for specific aspects delegated to appropriate personnel. Those
responsible for his care need to use data horn such sources as Lhe
medical history and interviews as wall as from conversations and 4.=

observations of the patient and the family. The patient should be asked
about the care he is receiving ,. ways in which he feels he is advancing
toward the treatment goals, and his ideas ,LH-1 aspects of care in which
he wants special emphasis or Ii0p.

The specific educational goals must oe communicated to all con
cernedpatient, family, and staftand understood and accepted i
change is to occur.

After formulating the specific educational goals based on the needs
the patient and the family, the appropriate educational methods

should be selected to meet each goal. The process of selecting edu-
tional methods should not be performed by the educational con-

sultant alone, but it should be a coUperative venture among all pro-
,

fessional staff members.

Selecting educational methods that' are appropriate for the learning
content involves identifying opportunities and situations for patient
education for each of the goals. In order to identify these opportunities,
it is important to be cognizant of each patient's flow pattern through
the facility, the different staff members who will be involved in his carp,
his treatment and rehabilitation plan, and the number of other patients .
with similar cond itions who might be following a related regimen.
With this informati on, it is possible to list the opportunities for patient
education. Decisions must be made to determine which opportunities
will be used, which techniques are best, and whether the methrods
will be Individual, group, or a combination.



Generally, the personal or individual methods _should be implemented
by persons VD rking directly with the patient, such as the physician,
nurse, occupational therapist, recreational therapist, physical there-
pist, dietitian, social worker, speearytherapist, medical technOlogist,
and others providing service. Group methods can be used by health
specialists from the community or from the facility serving the chron-
ically ill.

At times, an opportunity to provide patient education May occur as
a result of tho patient's rehabilitation regimen; for ocarnple, a physical
therapist's explanation of the, necessity for a certain conditioning pro-
cedure represents,an epplicatiOn,pf a personal metnod_tp_ap qp par
tunity. Other times, however, the procedure becomes more involved,
thus requiring sPecial planning; for example, group Instruction pro-

_

grams for diabetic patients.

Criteria for selecting educational methods should include
ness, efficiency, adequacy, and appropriateness.'

Effectiveness is the extent to whlch an activity achieves the goal;An
educational rnethod is considered highly effective if it attains the goal.

Efficiency is the amount of resources used to attain the goal:Factors
to be considered in efficiency are manpower, time, materials, and

nies. The educational activity which uses the least amount of re.,
ources to attain an educational goal is considered to be the moet

efficient activity,

Adequacy is the degree to which an educational activity can achieve
the goal. An activity by itself can be quite inadequate; however, when
that activity Is combined with another activity, a synergistic effect
could occur which would make the combination highly adequate.

Appropriateness is the relevancy of the method toward achieving the
goal with respect to the ecologic environment of the patient. it is quite
possible that an educational method .could be effective, but at tne
same time be Inappropriate because of a hereditary defect or an
environmental problem, For example, using a tape recorder 'as.an

. educational device for persons with normal hearing can be a very
effective educational method, but it is quite inappropriate for persons
with impaired hearing. A pamphlet containing the serne information
may be more apPropriate, especially if the person is an avid reader.

_With respect to group methods, frequently there is greater chance for
behavior change when patients with similar illnesses seek solutions to
their problems together; for example, classes may be conducted for
certain types of patients such as diabetic, orthopedic,' ophthalrno.



logical, and cardiac. Different teaching and learning techniques may,,
be used such as demonstration, film discussions, and tole playing.

With respect to audiovisual techniques two relatively recent inno-
vations should be considered: closed circuit television and pro-
grammed instruction. Other audiovisual techniques and 'materials
that could be used include posters, pamphlets, exhibits, slides, films,
mass media and newsletters-.-

rime and place should be determined by the patient's schedule and .

when possible, his wishes. For example, a stroke patient probably
will be extremely tired after a vigorous physical therapy session and
probably not-as receptive-to educational approaches at that tirnez-The
place for imparting information also should be considered If the
environment presents too many distractions, whether visual or audible,
learning Is not as likely to occur. Common sense for time and place
can be a fairly safe guide.

To select appropriate educational mat
certain basic knowledge and skins:

1_ A belief in the educational method and a w to help
people learn for thernselve6.

2. An ability to recognize all educational opportunities.

3_ A knowledge of educational process and an ability to deterrilne
selectively the types of situations that can be used .to, achieve
different educational goals.

4_ A knowledge of strengths and weaknesses of different educational
methods and an ability to apply selectively the various methods to
the situations.

Illingness

5 A knowledge of available comrnuni
to use these resources effectively.

A supportive and flexible administrative structure which is conducive
to using educational oppoilunities existing in all aspects of the insti-
tution's operation is essential in accomplishing the educational task.
The educational consultant must have the educational equipment and
other resources needed to carry out his responsibilities effectively.
Educational tools such as films, slides, overhead projectors, tape
recorders, chalkboards and literature are Important. Without such
educational aids the program often cannot oe carried out adequately
and effectively. The educational consultant also must have the neces-
sary time to plan and coordinate the educational activities and to
follow through and evaluate their effectiveness.,



The institution cannot divorce itself from Its environmental .setting and

still maintain high quality educational programs; it shOuld maintain

good rapport with other organizations, agencies, and the general

public.

Since some smaller facilities may not be able to employ a lull-time

educational specialist, several health facilities in a community may
consider employing jointly such a specialist. The educational spe-

cialist's or health educator's functions in a hospital or other institu-

tional setting generally are no different Iron those practiced In other

settings; these include consultation on eddcational methodology, as-

_ sistance in in-service education, and developing the educational com-

ponent Of the mediCai care -program.

Step IV :Carry .p-utthe:
-.._Educational Program-

Although els is set as the fourth of five steps, it does not start Imme-

diately after Step III and end abruptly before Step V. Rather, It is a

part of a continuum; it begins at the first step and continues through

evaluation, which, of course, is part of the task of carrying out the

educational program,

Step -.Evaluate

Education
Since improved patient care is the prim ry goal of the edu allonal

task withln each setting, the Major focus of evaluation should be re-

Iated to the progress the patient makes as a result of the educational

program..

14



In considering the model as 'a design for organizatiän, certain com-
monalities exist for any institution involved in organizing an education
program:

Early planning for evaluation throigh a clear definition of goals
to be evaluated: and

2. Early identification of methodol gy for evaluation.

Certainly, if the goals cannot be identified easily, there cannot be an
identification of methodology by which Success or failure is measur-
able. For example, a goal suCh as .."to have patienta lead_ a happier
and -fridii -pthductivelife is lauetablec'bdt'har-dly meisUraiele sine-6
as yet there are no objective means of measuring happiness and
contentment.

lf, however, the goal were defined a "to reduce the amount of excess
sodium excreted over dietary alloWarICes," then there is a measurable
goal which Is specific and attainable. Likewise, a goal may be defined
which Is behaviorally oriented, such es "to prepare the patient to
accept the responsibility for his self-medication program." This re-
quires not only behavioral change among patients but also among
staff who have to prepare the patient and the administration which
must provide a climate for education.

Evaluation of goals must be constant and continuous lest the profes-
sional person develop routine prescription procedures for behavior
change, forgetting that he is dealing with an individual patient.

Families need to be considered in any evaluation scheme in order to
assure that goals once reached are Maintained by the patient, the

or both.

There should be constant evaluation about the informational content
patients and family bre provided. Generally, the goals progress from
the simple to the more complex. Questions which should be continu-
ally asked include,'"Are they being given too much Information or too
littler "Are they being confused by a plethora of facts?" "Can they
perform as adequately with lets information and, if so, how much
less?" Evaluation must be done periolically so that necessary modifi-
cations in the plan can be made.

In evaluation It is also necessary to atc if the methods chosen tcr
provide information are those whiGh wilt Insure adequate performance
using staff and patient time to the beet advantage. Consider such
questions as "Is a one-to-one approach used because historically
this has been the method, or can groupWork do the job more ade-



quately?" "Are new techniques called for, such as
struction, video tape, and single-concept
being used?"

One team memberpreferably the educational specialistshould
have prime responsibility for the coordination and re-evaluation of the
goals. Priorities of goals set for the patient and family in the educa-
tional prescription should be determined by the team at regularly
scheduled periods. Acceptance and understanding of the goals by
the group enable each niember of the team to pursue his own sub-
goals with less danger of fragmentation. Involving the team throughout
in the planning process provides them with a broad and deep learning__
experience and will also Influence their behavior arid attitude.

In those instances vvbere there is no educator on the staff, a physician,
social worker, or nurse with training in educational methods may act

is coordinator.

In summary, evaluation should be considered an integral aspect of
planning. It should be based upon education& gOals; it should be
constant; it should be,dene by all persons involved In the program;
and it should be com pleted in an atmosphere of administrative per-

missiveness and cooperation.



THE mopgL.-
-te08...-14'PlarOihg:-.-:

Step I. Identify Educational Needs
of Patient and Family

A. Determine knowledge, attitudes, and skills patient and his family
need from a medical point of view to:

understand patient's illness:

understand patient's care;

cooperate and participate in Ireatrrent progra

HOW:

Working from the medical diagnosis, treatment plan, and prognosis'.
specify knowledge and skills patient and family must have to benefit
from the care for which each member Of- health care team is respon- I
sible

WHO:

The relevant st

WHEN:

Obtain basic info mation as soon a
and also at time of discharge.

ible with period review

B. Determine to what extent patient
knowledge, attitudes, and skills, e.g,

What does patient already know about his Illness, hls treatment
(prescriptions, meaning of instruction, etc.), hls prognosis, his rol
in the treatment program, and resources available to him?



What misconceptions does he have that may
care?

his- respons

What attitudes does he have that may affect his response to care,

either favorably or unfavorably?

What needed skills do patients and family atreadyhave which will

help in treatment?

hat skills or present behavior may need to be elearned?

1-10011:

By reviewing the patient's medical history.

By checking with medical personnel who previously cared for patient.

By Interviewing patient and his family (both direct and indirect).

By listening attentively.

By observation of patient and family .

C. Determine educational goals from point of view of patient and his

What would the patient and his family like to know or do?

Interview patient and family.

Step II. Set Educational Goals for Patient
and hls Family

A, F3eyiew possible educational goals for patient and family as Identi-
fied by health care team and by patient and family in terms of:

deficiencies in knowledge and skills of patient's family;

willingness and interest;

ability to carry out assignment,

18
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H01:
Share and review infer

by written summary:

by case conference.

mation collected in Step

WHO:

All membe s of he I h care team.

WHEN:

As soon as possible after initial medical evolu
about medicalrtreatment, and periodically theraOle

B Assess difficulty in reaching each goal.

What kinds of learning are involved for patian4 send his family? How
long might this learning take? What personnel, materials, and other
resources would be needed, and are these Available?

nd decisions

HOW:

Analysis of each goal in terms of what rn
or impeding learning, possible methods
these- methods,

WHO:

Education Specialist.

C. Determine priority of goals.

In what sequence would goals be met to

Which goals are essential (for both shert
treatment program)?

d, factors aiding
ls. and cost of

r ent?

and long-ran

HOW:

Staff conference

2



WHO:

Ail members of health c

D. Decide on shortrari

HOW:

aft con rence,

WHO:

All members of health Care team with patent a d fn arm y,

team.

and Ion range educati

Step W. Select appropriate Educational M thods
to Meet Each Educational Goal Set tor
Patient and Family

A. Identify opportunities and situations for p
tion for each of the goals.

HOW:

Suggestions could be made by staff working with th Educational
Consultant.

WHO:

All members of health care team.

WHEN:

As soon as possible after educational goals are set.

B. Review possible methods for reaching each edu

Individual Instruction; group instruction; use of vls ;
structional material.

C.. Deter
and hom

Ine specifically what is to be taught, by whoa,



HOW:

Through the use

W1113:

Each member o

he educational prescription,

he health care team should be involved In dIsirs.

Step IV. Carry out the Educational Progroai

(This step is part of a continuum; it stnrts vvith Step I and continues
through Step V.)

Stop V. Evaluate Patient and Family Edu.c lon

A. In terms of the patient's progress at stated intervals , hat oKtent
Were educational methods chosen which were:

effactive'

appropriate ?

fficient?

ISOW:

Feedback from individuals and agencies involved In car

H

Public Health Nurse, family, physician, therapy personnel.
providers of health care should be involved in fo llow-u
Ole rge,

nd local
ler oils-

B. To what extent were educational neCds I rorii the medical point of
view a equately identified?

What did we think was a need which molly wasn 't necessary?

What patient and family educational: needs Old we overleolc or
slight?

2
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HOW:

Set through evaluation.

Patients and their families as well as s aff should be involved In evalu-

ation.

C. To what extent were patient and family educational needs as

Identified by the patient correctly recognized by staff?

HOW:

Informal evaluation.

WHO:

Staff.

D. To what extent were patient and family knowledge, attitudes, and

skills adequately assessed at beginning of planning?

HOW:

Through evaluatiort

Patients and their families should also be involved in

E To what extent were the educational goals which were set realistic;

adequate, and timely?

HOW:

Feedback from all the parties and agencies Involved in care, espe-

cially those working with the patient after discharge from rehabilitation

extended care facility.

WHO:

All providers of health care should be involved in follow-up after dis-

charge.

F. Were goals given the best priority?

22
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HOW:

Same as E.

WHO:

Same as E.

G. To what extent were educational methods chosen which were
appropriate, effective, and efficient?

HOW:

Same as E.

WHO:

Same as E.
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needs of
patient
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and his
family
already
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knowledge,
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and skills

Determine
educational
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view of
patient
and his
family
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II evaluate

Review
possible
educational
goals for
patient
and family

ASsosu
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In 'wett-
ing goal

Decide on
shorhrange
and long-
range
educational
goals

Determine
priority
of goals
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to Moat Each Educational Educational
Opal Sat for Patient Program
and Family

Identify
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and
sifilationS
for patient
and family
education
for Null
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goals

.Roview
possible
methods
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each
educational
goal

itt IV
evaluate

Carry Out
the
educational
program

Determine
Specifically
what Is to
be taught,
by whom,
where,
when, and
how

evaluate

evalu t

Evaluala Petiont
and family

IdtrEallon

V

To what extent
were educational
methods chosen
which were
appropriate,
effective,
and efficient?

To what extant were
educational needs
from the Medical
point of view
adequately
identif led?

To what extent .

were educational
needs correctly .

Identified?

To what extent
were patient
and family
knowledge
adequately ass d9

To what extent
were educational
goals realistic
and timely?

IWere goals given
the best priority?

eValuate

valuate


